Purpose:
The MHTTC Network hosted an 8-part learning series framed by National School Mental Health
Best Practices: Implementation Guidance Modules for States, Districts, and Schools. This
resource, developed by the MHTTC Network in partnership with the National Center for School
Mental Health (NCSMH), aims to help states, districts and schools advance comprehensive
school mental health and engage in a planning process for implementation.
To learn more about the FREE National School Mental Health Best Practices: Implementation
Guidance Modules (formerly known as the National School Mental Health Curriculum) and
access the COMPLETE resource, visit our website.
About the Series:
• Each of the 8 sessions included a pre-session video, live panel discussion, and postsession regional breakout.
• The pre-session videos familiarized participants with each module.
• In the live panel discussions, education and mental health leaders from across the
country provided an “always and now” application of the module and innovative ideas for
implementation, considering the current pandemic and its impact on school mental
health.
• In the regional breakouts, participants discussed content from the panel, contextualized
for their region/state.
Session recordings and additional resources, including pre-session videos and FAQ documents,
are available on the MHTTC website (see link below).
Sessions and Dissemination
School Mental Health Best Practices “Always and Now” 8-Part Learning Series – February 9,
2021-May 25, 2021
• Recordings, slide decks, and other resources for 8 sessions now available
• 3,094 viewers across the live sessions
• 1,609 product page views since posting
• 1,282 users accessed the product pages since posting
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92% of respondents
were Very Satisfied or
Satisfied with the overall
quality of the events.

92% of respondents
Strongly Agreed or
Agreed that they expect
this event to benefit
their professional
development and/or
practice.

Participants'
Evaluation of
the Series

87% of respondents
Strongly Agreed or
Agreed that they will
use the information
gained from this event
to change their current
practice.

97% of respondents said
they would recommend
this event to a colleague.
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